Antique
Ivory

Sand
Autumn

Brandywine

Roman

Evergreen

Hartford
Green
Beige

Choose CentralGuard for the best protection
and a lifetime warranty

Fluropon®

Color Selection Tool

Tudor

FLUROPON® 70% PVDF
Clay

Terratone

Bronze

www.centralstatesmfg.com

Panel-Loc Plus™ - PRIME G90 29 ga.

Horizon-Loc™ - PRIME 26 ga.

ENERGY
STAR
RATED

Matte
Black

Smoke

Check our website to
verify which colors meet
ENERGY STAR® requirements
for steep slope roofs.

Ash

Panel snaps
Hidden fastener

Brite
* Copper Metallic panels must be installed in the same direction. See directional arrows or stickers provided on your panels.
Color variation between orders is normal and not cause for rejection. Copper Metallic is available as Galvalume only.
Colors on this chart are close representations of actual metal color, limited by printing and viewing conditions.
Color matching is optimized for outdoor viewing.
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Copper
Metallic*

CentralGuard® with Fluropon®
remains vibrant, year after year.
Fluropon® 70% PVDF is the undisputed champion for color
fade protection. Colors remain vibrant even when exposed
to damaging UV rays and moist environments such as rain,
dew, fog, acid rain, and chlorinated air.

CentralGuard® with Fluropon®
performs the best when compared
to polyester or SMP paint systems.

RATE OF FADE
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POLYESTER

CentralGuard is our specific combination of everything that
goes into making the highest-quality metal panels.
Available on Prime and Prime G90 Fluropon panels, the
CentralGuard name is a guarantee that you have the best
protection and a lifetime paint warranty.
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SMP
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CENTRALGUARD®
WITH FLUROPON®
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• Available in Horizon-Loc Prime 26 ga.
and Panel-Loc Plus Prime G90 29 ga.*
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• Color remains vibrant longer than traditional
SMP paint systems.
• Best for extreme weather conditions.
• Chalk-resistant formula.
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YEARS OF EXPOSURE ON ROOF
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Fade is measured in Hunter units. One Hunter unit denotes the smallest degree of color
change visible to the naked eye. Lower numbers are better and mean less fading. Notice
how CentralGuard with Fluropon fades much less than other paint systems and at a
slower rate over time.

Color

SMP - Hunter

SMP - Colony

SMP - Crimson

SMP - Burgundy

SMP - Gallery

SMP - Ocean

SMP - Brown

SMP - Tan

Visualize it on your home.
Use our color visualizer to quickly test different color combinations for your project.
Upload a photo of your home, or try out some of our sample projects.
Find the color visualizer at

www.centralstatesmfg.com

Copyright © 2018, Central States Manufacturing, Inc., All Rights Reserved.
CentralGuard® is a trademark of Central States® Manufacturing, Inc.
*G90 does not have a substrate perforation warranty.

